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Sweeten the Sound

For Immediate Release
DARTECH, Inc. updates DART CD-Recorder to
provide faster, easier to use and more capable
audio recording.
If you’ve got Music to Burn? ™ DART has the high quality
audio solution in DART CD-Recorder Version 4.1.
Minneapolis, MN March 28, 2001:

DARTECH, Inc. makers of high

quality audio recording and restoration software, today, introduced an updated
version of DART CD-Recorder – Version 4.1 – to handle more audio formats and
provide new industry-leading features. This 4-in-one program goes beyond the
promise of most Rip & Burn Software.
Dart added features to handle the newest compressed file formats for the Web, New
tools to make CD burning faster with less risk for errors, and tools to improve the
quality of sounds recorded on custom audio CDs.
“Customers tell us they can hear the quality." glowed Dave Sadler, DARTECH’s
product development leader.
Version 4.1 of DART CD-Recorder introduces:
•
Support for Microsoft Windows Media™ format (high compression WMA files);
•
An ENCODE command that makes file conversion easier;
•
Improved MP3 DECODER that is cleaner and easier to use;
•
Proprietary PRODUCER tools that manipulate MP3 files; and
•
Expanded UNPACK function to separate long MP3 files into discrete tracks.
•
JOLIET support to burn MP3, WAV, and WMA to CD-ROM
•
COMPARATIVE NORMALIZE which allows automatic volume setting,
selectable, across all files on a disc, as well as
•
MULTI-SESSION CD writing ability with a Close CD option.
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At it’s heart, DART CD-Recorder already exceeded the demands of computer
based audiophiles for Rip & Burn with four important tools in one package. 1) DART
CD-Recorder records from any source. 2) DART’s PRODUCER tools restore old
record and tapes with ease. 3) CD-Recorder burns quality audio CDs with easy
drag-and-drop playlist building. And 4) the package includes SureThing™ software,
a powerful CD and jewelcase labeling program.

DART CD-Recorder Version 4.1 leads its category with features demanded by
active CD recordists.
•

Fast, automatic conversion to standard Compact Disc Audio (Redbook)
audio for all sound file formats.

•

CD-Text burns audio discs for the newest players' CD-Text display.

•

BURN-Proof assures successful recording.

•

Over-Burn, takes disc capacity to the max.

•

On the fly MP3 burning, gets you to music you can enjoy faster.

•

Rip and burn speed controls for quality audio.

•

Gap time control sets time between tracks.

•

Rip and Burn CD+G for Karaoke machines (with upgrade to DART Karaoke
Studio CD+G)

How good is DART CD-Recorder Version 4.1? Dave Sadler quotes a note from
a CD Recorder 4.1 user.
“The first thing I did was grab a couple of my old 45's (from the 1970's) and
record one of the worst ones. I was blown away by how well the software cleaned
this up. Your company has a great product. I am totally satisfied with the product."
A FREE 30 day trial is available online at
http://www.dartpro.com/Products/download/download.asp?product=cdrec4
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DART provides updates to Version 4.1 FREE to CD-Recorder Version 4.0
owners. For more information visit our Web Site: http://www.dartpro.com.
-END-
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